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ABSTRACT: Democracies face rising concerns about extremism. At the same time, citizens and
political actors define extremism in different ways with different consequences. In light of this,
what do American citizens and elected officials consider to be extreme, and what political
penalties are associated with extreme behavior and beliefs? To answer these questions, we rely
on three surveys, two of the American public and one with American elected officials.
Respondents’ open-ended definitions of extremism and two conjoint experiments suggest that
Americans do have ideas about extremism that correspond to research and theorizing about
democracy – focusing, for example, on spatial extremity and an unwillingness to listen to others.
However, the use of these standards is slanted in favor of one’s own political position and does
not indicate a robust recognition or rejection of many normatively troubling forms of extremism.
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Extremism is on the rise. In January of 2021, the United States was rocked by a rally-turnedinsurrection at the U.S. Capitol. Large segments of the population are concerned that their
political opponents do not understand them and are unwilling to listen (Dunn et al. 2020). At the
same time, overwhelming majorities of Americans feel political figures on their side are already
compromising too much (Balz 2019). Law enforcement organizations, elected officials, and
citizens are increasingly concerned about threats from domestic terrorism and extremist violence
(Barrett and Zapotosky 2021). These concerns are not restricted to one particular country –
extremists are common across the globe (e.g., Westwood et al. 2018; Sharipova and
Beissembayev 2021).
In these discussions, not everyone means the same thing when they use the term
“extremist”. Some, for example, blame leftist, anti-fascist protestors for recent violence in the
United States while others point to far-right groups like the Oath Keepers. For researchers and
political elites, extremism is a contested term (e.g., Hogg, Kruglanski, and van den Bos 2013).
Politicians use the term for their own purposes, at times only to demonize political rivals and
engage their supporters. Former President Trump, for example, criticized his 2020 opponent Joe
Biden, as beholden to the “radical left”; many prominent Democrats lobbied parallel charges at
Trump, linking him to radical, alt-right, and racist movements. Attempts to define and evaluate
extremism, then, frequently run into problems of subjectivity (e.g., Fleming 2014).
In acknowledgments of these difficulties, I emphasize directly asking people how they
define and judge extremism. Given a current social and political context when citizens cannot
agree about basic facts and information (e.g., Marietta and Barker 2019; Nyhan 2020),
researchers and policymakers may make large errors if they make assumptions about how people
perceive extremism. Further, perceptions and judgments of others shape the civil liberties people
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afford to others (e.g., Nelson, Clawson, and Oxley 1997), citizens’ attitudes (Mutz 1989), the
electability of political figures (e.g., Downs 1957; Hall 2015), and polarization more broadly
(Ahler 2014; Druckman et al. 2021). This perspective, then, does not determine how people
should think about extremism or what should be labeled as extreme. Instead, I document how
people actually think about and judge extremism.
I use three surveys to consider how members of the American public and elected officials
define and judge political extremism. The surveys included open-ended questions asking
respondents to define extremism and conjoint experiments evaluating how elected officials and
citizens decide what is and is not extreme. These data suggest that Americans have ideas about
extremism that correspond to research and theorizing about democracy – focusing, for example,
on spatial extremity and an unwillingness to listen. However, the use of these standards is biased
in favor of one’s own political position and does not indicate a robust recognition or rejection of
many forms of extremism. In the sections that follow, I lay out my orientation to the concept of
extremism, the data and analysis I use, and how I reach these conclusions. I end with a
discussion of how these findings inform theories about extremism and attempts to understand the
psychology of political extremism.
Theories about perceptions of extremism
Attempts to conceptualize extremism abound. Some point to violations of specific social and
democratic norms, like civility (e.g., Muddiman 2017; Sydnor 2019), sexism (Zucker, Weis, and
Richman 2019), racism (Schaffner 2020), and constitutionalism (Backes 2009). Others
characterize extremism by its use of violence and extralegal acts as means to achieve political or
ideological goals. This can include methods like genocide, the violent repression of dissent, and
the glorification of mass violence (Midlarsky 2011; Bötticher 2017). Different social scientists
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focus on attributes of attitudes, such as spatial positioning (e.g., Prooijen, Krouwel, and Pollet
2015) and certainty (Brandt, Evans, and Crawford 2015). More psychologically-oriented studies
draw connections between motivational imbalances and extremism (Kruglanski, Szumowska,
and Kopetz 2021) or consider specific dispositions (see Rokeach 1954; Altemeyer 1996).
Importantly, these takes on extremism suggest standards about how researchers, political
theorists, and the public should think about extremism; they do not, however, document how
people actually think about extremism. Both discussions of extremism are important, and at
present, evidence on individuals’ actual ideas about extremism is sorely lacking. As a result, my
focus here is not on resolving academic debates on the concept. Instead, I document how people
think about extremism for the reasons discussed previously. I consider two components to how
people think about extremism – (1) their baseline, underlying ideas about extremism and (2) how
they make social and political judgments with respect to extremism.
Definitions of extremism
One important component of how individuals reason about extremism is their own working
definition of the concept. By this, I mean the conception of extremism that people explicitly state
when they are asked. I refer to this as a “working” definition to acknowledge that it need not be a
well-thought out set of ideas. Instead, it likely combines oft-repeated political ideas, genuine
beliefs, values, biases, naïve intuition, and more. Like most elements of public opinion, these
definitions are subject to framing, priming, elite cues, and many other forces.
Given the potential messiness of these responses, why consider respondents’ definitions?
Researchers have proposed a multitude of definitions for extremism, as noted earlier. However,
little is currently known about how the public thinks about this topic. Does the public, for
example, care as much about spatial positioning as researchers do? Do ordinary citizens think
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about closed-minded personality-types like many academics? This helps to determine if there are
important kinds of extremism that researchers overlook and how accepting Americans are of
various forms of extremism.
In addition, individuals’ definitions represent the ideas about extremism that are most
accessible in individuals’ minds as they interact with the political world and therefore inform the
expression of other attitudes and decisions. These kinds of considerations influence how people
respond to political movements and events, shaping, for example, the amount of tolerance,
protections, and rights they extend to others (Chong 1993; Nelson, Clawson, and Oxley 1997).
Further, they illustrate the blind spots people have and the kinds of extremism they do not
typically consider. This approach also provides a baseline for other work exploring how ideas
about extremism do or do not change in response to attempts at persuasion or manipulation – a
crucial point given concerns about misinformation, manipulation by political elites, and the reach
of fringe groups in the current political context.
In light of these objectives, what should these definitions of extremism contain? Extant
research gives some suggestions, and my discussion of these expectations is explicitly
descriptive. That is, I focus on what is or is not contained in these definitions rather than specific
causal estimates. This kind of endeavor has intrinsic scientific value, helping researchers
understand important social phenomena and concepts (see Gerring 2012; Kreuzer 2019) and
informing theoretical and causal testing (King, Keohane, and Verba 1994).
I expect that ingroup and outgroup distinctions influence people’s ideas about extremism.
Identity and group-based thinking is a prominent part of politics and social life (e.g., Tajfel and
Turner 1979; Achen and Bartels 2016), and some define extremism in group-based terms (Berger
2018). More specifically, people have more experience and empathy for groups that they belong
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to; they often lack such understanding for other groups (see Brewer 1999; Greenwald and
Pettigrew 2014). Further, many associate outgroups with exaggerated stereotypes and extremism
(Druckman and Levendusky 2019; Druckman et al. 2021) and think that outgroups are overly
hostile towards one’s ingroup (Moore-Berg et al. 2020). These tendencies should motivate
people to more frequently discuss outgroups than ingroups in their definitions of extremism. H1
summarizes these expectations.
H1: Definitions of extremism should mention outgroups more than ingroups.
Work on extremism also often explores the content of what people believe and the
actions people take. By content, I mean the ideas, ideologies, and beliefs that people hold. By
actions, I refer to the behavior, methods, and tactics that people engage in. Some academics
define extremism exclusively in action or behavioral terms, emphasizing things like the use of
violence (e.g., Midlarsky 2011). Others focus on content and specific viewpoints that either
advocate for radical change (Jackson 2019) or deviate from a standard of some kind (Klein and
Kruglanski 2013). I expect definitions of extremism to include both discussions of content and
actions.
H2: Definitions of extremism should reference both content and actions.
Numerous other themes may exist in individuals’ definitions of extremism. Such topics
could include concepts discussed by academic work on extremism – such as spatial extremity or
compromise – or other ideas not referenced by existing studies at all. To consider this possibility,
I supplement my evaluations of H1 and H2 with analyses that explore a broader range of ideas in
people’s conceptions of extremism.
Judgments of extremism
Alongside these working definitions of extremism, I consider the judgments people make
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about extremism. Considering these evaluations examines how individuals use their ideas about
extremism when making political choices and react to forms of extremism often described as
normatively troubling. Unlike before, here my predictions are more causal.
I assume Americans’ judgments about extremism operate as many attitudes do generally.
Individuals have a variety of considerations that they may or may not use when evaluating
extremism. The degree to which individuals judge something as extreme, then, is a product of
how they evaluate the characteristics of that object weighted by the importance that they attach
to that characteristic. A way of summarizing this is with Equation 1, where n is the number of
characteristics, ci refers to judgments of the ith characteristic, and wi indicates the weight
individuals attach to that characteristic.1
𝑛

𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 1:

𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙 = ∑ 𝑐𝑖 𝑤𝑖
𝑖=1

However, this is not the only possible way of conceptualizing judgments about
extremism. The importance of one characteristic may depend on evaluations of another
characteristic. One representation of this is Equation 2, which allows the evaluations and weights
of one characteristic to influence another. More complex versions of this are also possible
(including, for example, multiplicative terms across three or more characteristics).
𝑛

𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 2:

𝐸𝑥𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙 = ∑ 𝑐𝑖 𝑤𝑖 + (𝑐𝑖 𝑤𝑖 ∗ 𝑐𝑗 𝑤𝑗 )
𝑖=1

Rather than proposing one specific way individuals make judgments about extremism,
Equation 2 suggests the importance of considering different attributes in combination with each
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This is similar to the expectancy-value model of attitudes (Ajzen and Fishbein 1980; Busby,

Flynn, and Druckman 2018).
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other. Given the number of possible combinations of attributes, I propose that researchers should
consider carefully interactions between characteristics based on existing research and theory
whenever possible.
Given these possibilities, what will Americans recognize and judge to be extreme?
Previous research suggests a special place for violence among theories of extremism. As noted,
some point to violence as the defining difference between extremism and other radical
viewpoints (Midlarsky 2011; Bötticher 2017). Violence threatens individuals’ safety and
contradicts social norms about appropriate ways to disagree (see, for example, Kalmoe 2014;
Kalmoe and Mason 2018). For these reasons, political violence should be especially diagnostic
of extremism, above and beyond other characteristics. I therefore predict the following:
H3: Support for political violence will more strongly influence perceptions of extremism
than other characteristics of extremism.
People should also be less prone to label those who are like themselves as extreme.
Individuals often use their own perspective as an anchor for judging others and possess more
available information about their own views than those of others; both factors prompt more
positive judgments of those like oneself (Tversky and Kahneman 1974). Similarity between
individuals can also have a powerful influence on attraction and interpersonal judgments (Sachs
1975; Liviatan, Trope, and Liberman 2008). Additionally, evaluations of more similar others
have implications for one’s own self-image, activating self-affirmation and self-enhancement
motivations (Sherman and Cohen 2006; Sedikides and Gregg 2008). As a result, I expect that
people should be less likely to view others as extreme when they share characteristics with the
person they are considering.
H4: People should be less likely to consider someone to be extreme when they share
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characteristics with that individual.
In line with my discussion about Equation 2, I also expect that similarity should moderate
the effects of other characteristics on evaluations of extremism. The standards Americans use to
judge extremism are likely not applied equally to all kinds of targets, with significantly more
leeway given to similar groups and people. This is consistent with existing studies that document
the way people judge misdeeds and unethical behavior (Wagner, Tarlov, and Vivyan 2014;
Claassen and Ensley 2016), apply procedural standards (Kopko et al. 2011; Graham and Svolik
2020), and attribute blame for government failures (Healy, Kuo, and Malhotra 2014). This is
summarized in H5.
H5: Similarity should significantly weaken the effect of other characteristics on
judgments of extremism.
How do people evaluate individuals who display multiple characteristics of extremism at
once? For example, is an extreme ideologue who espouses political violence considered more
extreme than a more ideologically moderate counterpart? I generally expect that as the amount of
extremism someone expresses increases, others should more readily recognize someone as
extreme; this is because the person sends multiple, reinforcing signals about their extremism.
This expectation is summarized by H6:
H6: All else equal, individuals will be recognized as more extreme when they display
multiple characteristics of extremism at once.
The penalties candidates and politicians face for extremism serve as one important check
on extremism in democracy; however, members of the public may not penalize candidates for
extremist beliefs and actions. Conventional wisdom and much research indicate that extremists
should be less popular and electable than moderates (Downs 1957; Hall 2015; Johns and Kölln
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2019). Newer studies, though, indicate that extremist and moderate candidates are now equally
likely to win elections (Utych 2020a), citizens are not very responsive to extremism in
candidates (Tausanovitch and Warshaw 2018; Utych 2020b), and penalties for violations of
democratic norms depend on other explicitly political considerations (Graham and Svolik 2020).
Given these uncertainties and disagreements, I consider how factors that promote judgments of
extremism do or do not work in similar ways when expressing electoral support for candidates in
a more exploratory way.
Design:
To evaluate these hypotheses, I administered three surveys: two of the American public and one
with local, county, and state officials in the United States. I consider the American case as the
United States has experienced recent, notable examples of extremist behavior and violence (e.g.,
the 2017 Congressional baseball shooting, the 2019 shooting in El Paso, Texas, and the 2021
U.S. Capitol takeover), and discussions about extremism on the left and the right abound in
contemporary American politics.
The first public sample was obtained through Lucid, which aggregates online panels of
respondents.2 While not probability-based, the sample was designed to mirror the demographics
of the larger the American population.3 The survey was administered to a sample of 2,500
respondents between November 12th and 13th, 2019.

2

For a discussion of Lucid, see Coppock and McClellan (2019).
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Lucid accomplishes this by matching the characteristics of the sample to the American

population with respect to age, gender, race/ethnicity, and Census region.
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The second public sample comes the 2020 Cooperative Election Survey (CES). The CES
is a large, high quality, nationally stratified survey administered by YouGov that is designed to
be representative of all adults in the United States. Teams of researchers submit questions to be
asked of a nationally representative sample of 1,000 respondents. These data come from the
BYU Team Content of the survey. The 2020 CES provides an important comparison point for
the Lucid survey due to changes in the political and social context (e.g., during a heated
presidential campaign and global pandemic) and the higher quality sample in the CES.
To evaluate how elites think about extremism, I also administered a survey to a sample of
elected officials in the United States. This helps determine if elected officials agree with or
depart from the views of the public about extremism. The sampling frame was obtained from
Google’s Civic Information API, which provides contact information for elected officials across
the United States. Querying this API for all available information on elected officials at the state,
county, and local level created a sampling frame of 28,688 elected officials with email addresses.
All respondents were emailed invitations to participate in the survey between January 30th and
February 13th, 2020. This period was selected to be as close as possible to the Lucid sample
while contacting elected officials when their offices would be open.4 1,919 individuals
completed the survey.5 The demographic composition of all three samples is included in Table
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Legislatures in AR and LA convene after March; MT, NV, ND, and TX lacked 2020 sessions.
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The response rate was 7.2%, similar to other comparable surveys of elites (such as Kalla,

Rosenbluth, and Teele 2017; Broockman and Skovron 2018; Dynes, Hassell, and Miles 2019).
These respondents were not paid for participation to avoid violating regulations about payments
given to elected officials.
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B.1 of the Online Appendix.
Data on individuals’ definitions of extremism come from all three survey; information on
judgments of extremism rely on the 2019 Lucid study and the 2020 Elected official study. In
general, the study design was the same for the samples of the public and the elected officials,
save that the elected official survey was shortened slightly to encourage a higher response rate.
All three surveys also included questions about respondents’ background and demographic
characteristics, including partisanship, ideology, gender, race, political engagement, and more.
Respondents in all three samples answered an open-ended item about extremism.
Specifically, they completed survey question which asked respondents: “In your own words,
what does it mean to be politically extreme?”. The data from these responses constitute
individuals’ definitions of extremism.
This type of survey question does assume that people can articulate definitions of
extremism and do not require the structure of closed-ended items to provide meaningful
responses. Most research on the differences between open and closed-ended survey questions
suggests that people can provide substantive answers in this format and that many of the
critiques of open-ended questions have little empirical foundation (Geer 1988; Krosnick 1999).
Given that respondents also frequently constrain themselves to the options presented to them in
closed-ended questions (e.g., Presser 1989), open-ended questions provide a way to measure
individuals’ definitions of extremism without priming them in specific directions or limiting
them to a partial, non-random list of topics.
In the Lucid and Elected official studies, subjects then went on to complete a conjoint
experiment to determine how they evaluated different forms of extremism. This survey technique
was developed in marketing research and has been used extensively in political science (see
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Hainmueller, Hopkins, and Yamamoto 2014; Johns and Kölln 2019); it asks respondents to
evaluate two different individuals (called profiles) with different attributes. The attributes are
randomly assigned to each profile, and respondents compare multiple pairs of profiles in a
sequence. The resulting evaluations provide a large amount of statistical power with several
observations per respondent and can determine how respondents weigh attributes in comparison
to one another. In this application, the conjoint method fits my theoretical goals. It allows us to
consider what people recognize as extreme and to directly compare characteristics of extremism
holding other attributes constant, allowing for inferences that unconfounded by how elements of
extremism co-occur in the real world.
Respondents were introduced to the conjoint task and shown an example. After reading
these instructions, respondents made a series of comparisons, judging which profile they felt was
more extreme. In the Lucid survey, respondents completed six conjoint tasks; in the Elected
official survey, respondents completed four. In both cases, the profiles included nine attributes
which were presented in a random order to avoid ordering effects. The number of attributes and
profiles was based on methodological research (Bansak et al. 2017; 2018) and pilot testing on
difficulty of this specific conjoint task.
Rather than demographic traits, the specific attributes used in this conjoint include
different characteristics of extremism. This is not to suggest that demographic traits are
independent from perceptions of extremism; on the contrary, many people likely consider
(consciously or subconsciously) some demographic groups to be more extreme than others,
holding constant various characteristics of extremism. For the present studies, however, I begin
by considering characteristics of extremism as attributes in the conjoint to provide insight into
how people balance and evaluate the elements of extremism that have primarily been studied by
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social scientists. As my primary goal was to consider how people weigh these characteristics of
extremism and to avoid making the conjoint overly complex, I left demographic characteristics
out of the profile descriptions. My predictions also already include some interactions and
combinations of attributes, and I did not make other interactive predictions for reasons related to
statistical power. This means that I can make detailed comparisons about how people weigh
various characteristics of extremism but not on how these perceptions may vary based on a
profile’s demographic attributes.
The attributes about extremism include four items on norm violations, three tapping into
forms of attitude intensity, one on dispositional extremism, and one about violence. While not a
comprehensive list of every component of extremism, these attributes cover many of the
prominent ideas about extremism studied by social scientists (see, for example, Rokeach 1954;
Lipset 1960; Fernbach et al. 2013; Toner et al. 2013). It is crucial to include all these
characteristics of extremism in each profile rather than a random subset as conjoints allow for
justifiable inferences about attributes only in relationship to other attributes included in each
profile. Otherwise, reactions to specific attributes may be about other, unmeasured elements that
correlate with the included attributes. This is called “masking” and including all of the attributes
prevents this inferential error (see Bansak et al. 2017).
Table 1 presents the different attributes and the possible values for each; Figure 1 gives
an example. For each conjoint task, respondents indicated the profile they felt was more extreme
(“Which person do you think is more extreme?”) and rated each (seven-point scale from
“Definitely do NOT think they are extreme” to Definitely do think they are extreme).
To compare evaluations of extremism and voting decisions, a further element of the
Lucid survey was randomized. In the conjoint task, half of the sample was asked to provide
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ratings and evaluations based on extremism; the other half indicated which profile they would be
more willing to vote for. I randomly assigned these tasks, rather than asking all respondents to
complete both, due to my concerns about respondent fatigue in completing a large number of
conjoint comparisons and my pilot testing about the difficulty of my specific experiment. The
elected official sample was not randomized in this way as theories and studies about voting
behavior typically focus on the mass level, and the sample size of the public official sample was
unknown prior to data collection.
Table 1: Profile Attributes
Attribute (label shown to
respondents)
Response to disagreement
Has been called
Views on tolerance
Compromise is
Certainty they are right
Ideology6
How often discuss politics
Reaction to political violence
Personality
6

Possible values (one value shown per
profile)
Disrespectful, hostile / Polite, friendly
Anti-American / Sexist / Racist / AntiChristian / Pro-Democracy
Always tolerant / Balances tolerance,
safety / Discourages dangerous ideas
Necessary / Selling out
Completely certain / Mostly sure / Not
sure
Far-left liberal / Liberal / Moderate /
Conservative / Far-right conservative
Always / Sometimes / Never
Condemns / Depends / Supports
Conventional, rigid / Flexible, open

I use ideological extremity, rather than specific issues, for several reasons. Relying on ideology

avoids making the conjoint overly complex as focusing on issues would require the inclusion of
multiple, additional attributes in each profile. It would also not be clear how to interpret
combinations of extremity across issues. Ideology is also more likely to be salient to
respondents; their evaluation of specific issues, on the other hand, may be more closely
connected to the importance they give to those issues. Future work should directly consider how
issue and ideologically based versions of extremism compare.
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Figure 1: Example conjoint

To summarize, then, Table 2 lists my hypotheses and the parts of my designs that address each. I
take up each of these predictions and design components in the section that follows.
Table 2: Predictions and Design Elements
Hypotheses
H1: Definitions of extremism mention outgroups more
than ingroups
H2: Definitions reference both content and actions.

H3: Support for political violence will more strongly
influence perceptions of extremism
H4: People should be less likely to consider someone
to be extreme when they share characteristics
H5: Similarity weakens the effect of other
characteristics on judgments of extremism.
H6: Individuals recognized as more extreme when they
display multiple characteristics of extremism
Research question: How do judgments of extremism
compare to expressions of political support?

Study
Design element
2019 Lucid
Survey, 2020
Open-ended
Elected official
definitions
survey, 2020 CES

2019 Lucid
Survey, 2020
Elected official
survey

Conjoint
experiments

Analysis:
I begin with the open-ended data from all three surveys to consider H1 and H2. The quality of
15

respondents’ open-ended responses, discussed in Table B.2 of the Online Appendix, indicate that
respondents had meaningful things to say about extremism. An analysis of nonresponse indicates
that, partisanship, ideology, political interest, political discussion, gender, education, age, and
race do not consistently predict nonresponse (see Table B.3 of the Online Appendix).
I consider the degree to which individuals mention political ingroups and outgroups to
evaluate H1. I categorize a group as an ingroup or outgroup based on respondents’ self-identified
partisanship and political ideology. Interestingly, individuals in all three surveys do not
frequently mention partisan groups (Republicans, Democrats, or Independents). For example, in
the 2019 Lucid survey, only about one percent of respondents discussed either partisan ingroups
or outgroups and only five percent discussed parties or partisanship. This low occurrence and
lack of variation among subgroups is notable; however, it makes further consideration of partisan
groups impossible. As a result, I focus on ideological ingroups and outgroups, as discussion of
these groups occurs far more frequently.7
Figure 2 displays the frequency of mentioning ideological ingroups and outgroups.
Members of the public are more likely to discuss outgroups than ingroups in their definitions of
extremism, in line with H1 (p<0.001 for both the 2019 Lucid survey and the 2020 CES). Elected
officials, on the other hand, are equally likely to mention ingroups and outgroups (p=0.27).8

7

Mentioning ideological groups does not imply ideological consistency or programmatic

ideological beliefs and can be consistent with an identity-based approach to ideology (see Kinder
and Kalmoe 2017; Mason 2018).
8

p-values are based on differences-of-proportions tests.
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Figure 2: Ingroups and Outgroups

Turning to H2, I coded individuals’ definitions for words referencing content (e.g.,
“attitudes”, “views”) and actions (e.g., “violence”, “attack”, “methods”). The full list of terms for
each topic can be found in section C of the Online Appendix. Figure 3 displays the proportion of
respondents using these types of terms. Elected officials talked about both themes more than the
public in either the 2019 or 2020 surveys (p<0.0001 in all cases). Across all three surveys,
respondents discussed the content of extremists’ beliefs slightly more than extremists’ actions
(p<0.0001 for the 2019 Lucid sample, p=0.054 for the 2020 CES, and p=0.004 for the 2020
Elected official sample).
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Figure 3: Discussion of content and actions

These results support H2 – both content and actions form a part of Americans’ notions of
extremism. About twelve percent of the 2019 Lucid survey respondents discussed both content
and actions in their definitions; this number was sixteen percent for the 2020 CES and thirty
percent for the elected official sample. Majorities of respondents talked about content or actions:
52 percent of the 2019 Lucid sample, 58 percent of the 2020 CES sample, and 76 percent of the
2020 Elected official sample mentioned at least one of these topics.
Thus far, my exploration of these definitions has focused on coding for specific words
and terms. However, these lists of terms may be incomplete or may overlook other ways that
respondents talk these ideas. I next employ structural topic modeling (STM) to address this
18

weakness.
STM is a method of understanding the content of texts with few assumptions about the
content of the documents. In doing so, it moves beyond considering single words and explores
connections between terms and groupings of words. Additionally, this technique includes
covariates in the textual analysis, and the analysis allows different groups of respondents to use
different themes in varying amounts (see Roberts et al. 2014). In this case, this means that STM
considers the way that Republicans, Democrats, liberals, conservatives, and other groups may
discuss different kinds of extremism more or less. In using this type of textual analysis, I follow
the method outlined by the creators of this method (Roberts et al. 2014). This process is
described in more detail in the Online Appendix (section D) and involves preparing the texts for
analysis, specifying covariates in the models, and determining how many topics to include. This
was done separately for all three surveys.
Table 3 presents the results. The STM analysis suggested four major themes for the 2019
Lucid survey and 2020 CES and five themes for the 2020 Elected officials survey. Table 3
describes these topics with the words that uniquely describe the topic and the label I assigned to
the topic after reviewing the texts highly related to that topic. I follow Roberts et al. (2014) in
presenting words that frequently occur for a topic and not generally for others (FREX words).
The table also contains the average amount of the topic in each sample and examples of texts.
In general, Americans define extremism by referring to closed-mindedness and
ideologically extremity. Combined, these topics cover a substantial percentage of respondents’
open-ended responses (44.5 percent of the 2019 Lucid survey, 45.2 percent of the 2020 CES, and
43.2% of the 2020 Elected officials survey).
I do also observe some important differences across surveys. The modal topic discussed
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by members of the public in 2019 is an obsession with politics (topic 4); this subject does not
emerge for elected officials or in the 2020 CES. Unlike in the 2019 Lucid survey, elected
officials and respondents to the 2020 CES discuss extremism as being blindly partisan (topic 1
for the 2020 Elected officials survey and topic 3 for the 2020 CES) and outside the mainstream
(topic 4 for both elected officials and 2020 CES). This latter topic appears similar to ideological
extremity but focuses more on general views or actions outside of the typical in American
society, only some of which focus on ideology. Ideological topics, on the other hand, center on
spatial ideological positioning and ideological considerations directly.9
The STM results also support H2. Some topics focus on the content of individuals’
beliefs, like extremism topic 1 in the 2019 Lucid survey. Others talk more about what extremists
do, referring to individuals’ tendencies to attack opponents, reject alternative viewpoints, and
ignore others, (see extremism topics 2 and 3 for 2019 Lucid survey, extremism topic 1 for the
2020 CES, and extremism topics 2 and 3 for the 2020 Elected officials survey). Both content and
actions appear in the topics suggested by the STM procedures.
To evaluate H3, H4, H5, and H6, I turn to the conjoint experiments. As these analyses
are oriented around respondent-profiles (rather than respondents), the experiments have 30,010
observations for the Lucid sample and 11,400 observations for the Elected official sample. This
is either comparable to or larger than prominent conjoint experiments used in political science
(Teele, Kalla, and Rosenbluth 2018; Bansak et al. 2018; Shafranek 2019).
In the analyses that follow, I emphasize the discrete choice response. From a theoretical

9

Correlations between topics support this distinction. The correlation between topic 2 and topic

4 for the CES sample is 0.07; the correlation between topics 4 and 5 for elected officials is -0.37.
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standpoint, the goal of the experiment is to determine how different versions of extreme compare
to one another and how people decide what does and does not count as extremism. As such, the
structure of the choice response – where individuals determine which of two profiles is more
extreme – more closely matches the concept of interest. The results using the ordinal rating
outcomes lead to the same conclusions as the binary measure; the Online Appendix, Section F
contains the analyses with the ordinal ratings.
The conjoint analyses focus on marginal means (MM) for profiles with different
attributes. These quantities represent the probability of selecting a profile with a given attribute
averaged over all other features. MMs have a direct interpretation as probabilities, can
incorporate clustering by respondent, and also allow for comparisons across subgroups without
making problematic assumptions about group-level preferences for baseline levels of attributes
(Leeper, Hobolt, and Tilley 2020).
Figure 4 presents the probability that a respondent chose a profile with the corresponding
attribute as extreme. This figure displays these estimates for the Lucid sample and the elected
official sample. As respondents chose between two profiles, the middle line of 0.50 represents
indifference. At the most basic level, these results indicate that individuals respond to various
elements of extremism. For example, being uncivil, labelled as anti-American, called racist,
supportive of political violence, and always talking about politics encourage respondents to
judge the individual as extreme. Echoing H2, respondents react to forms of extremism focused
on beliefs (like racism, sexism, and views of compromise) as well as those referring to actions
(e.g., political tolerance, support for violence, and discussing politics).
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Table 3. Topic model results, extremism
Topic

Defining words

Example text

Prevalence

2019 Lucid sample
1: Extreme ideologically
2: Closed-minded

far, left, right, either,
side, spectrum, liber

“The far end of one side of the spectrum. Far left or far right. Neither
one actually benefit anyone but themselves”

point, other, take,
get, someon, forc,
will

“Politically extreme to mean that you are so enthralled in your own
opinions that you will not listen to others [sic] opinions. Extremists
will do whatever it takes to get their way.
“To me, political extremism isn’t so much defined by the beliefs of
the individual, as it is defined by the way the [sic] treat those with
different views from their own. Anyone who condemns people with
different political views from their own as unworthy of an opinion,
or attacks those individuals either physically or otherwise with the
intention of preventing them form being able to freely express their
views is an extremist”
“Everything that you talk about or do in your daily life revolves
around politics. You go completely overboard when it comes to
anything political”

3: Violent, disregard

differ, may, hold,
group, violent, feel,
belief

4: Hyper-engaged

know, talk, day, life,
sure, everyth, watch

0.240
0.208

0.212

0.340

2020 CES sample
1: Closed-minded
2: Extreme ideologically

side, opinion, way,
make, one, person,
refus
far, left, either, liber,
view, right, other

3: Parties and candidates

blank, know, trump,
democrat, support,
matter, vote

4: Outside the norm

norm, act, someon,
idea, polit, good,
belief

“Without the ability to see more than one side of things. Closed
minded and rash in decision making”

0.223

“to be either too far left or too far right”

0.229

“Supporting your party’s candidate no matter how off the wall they
are. I.E. republican’s [sic] supporting trump just because he is a
republican even though he isn’t taking Covid seriously and says
absurd things like insulin is as cheap as water even though it’s over
$400 for a little over a teaspoon”
“To have a very strong political leaning to a particular side /
ideology. Politically extremes [sic] implies that the beliefs held are
outside / beyond the overton window, or the current mainstream
range of political beliefs”
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0.293

0.255

Table 3. Topic model results, extremism (continued)
Topic
Defining words

Example text

Prevalence

Elected official sample
1: Partisan

2: Closed-minded

3: Unwilling to listen

4: Outside the norm
5: Extreme ideologically

blank, parti, best,
common, believ,
interest, peopl

“People who only see things through their party’s filter and don’t
think for themselves. People who automatically treat you differently
when they find out your [sic] tied to the opposing party. People in
power who put their party before the best interest of the public”
“When you are unable or unwilling to consider other points of view
or new information, but will instead continue with a belief
regardless”

0.196

unwil, consid, unabl,
viewpoint, oppos,
other, perspect
someon, disagre,
anyon, decis, reason,
idea, without
hold, posit, ideolog,
action, mainstream,
outsid, mean

“Unwilling to listen to anyone and with a set agenda”

0.160

“Politically extreme means to hold opinions/take actions that are far
outside the mainstream of opinions/actions. It may also mean to hold
opinions/take actions that are not supported by fact or evidence

0.211

left, far, either, right,
want, liber, spectrum

“To be on either end of the spectrum whether communist on the left
end or anarchy on the right end. Those are the two extremes to me”

0.180
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0.252

I use these results to evaluate H3, which suggests that support for violence should more
strongly determine what is judged to be extreme more than other characteristics. In support of
H3, support for violence encourages perceptions of extremism; respondents chose an individual
endorsing political violence as extreme 55 percent of the time. This is higher than nearly all the
other characteristics of extremism presented to subjects. There are two exceptions to this trend:
accusations of racism and being disrespectful and hostile. This suggests that although political
violence is a powerful driver on judgments of extremism, there are other attributes that also
evoke similar responses. Considering the sample of elected officials, I find clearer support for
H3. Elected officials are far more likely to label the profile supporting political violence as
extreme than any other characteristic of extremism – the probability of choosing an individual
supporting violence is 0.63, which is higher than other characteristics of the individual.
One interesting pattern in Figure 4 deals with perceptions of different ideological groups.
While moderates are less likely to be categorized as extreme, reactions to the different ends of
the ideological spectrum are asymmetric. Far-left liberals are more likely to be perceived as
extreme than far-right conservatives, and these effects persist for both the elected official and
public samples despite differences in the ideological composition of these samples (which are
59.4% and 32.0% conservative respectively). Breaking this down by ideology reveals that these
patterns are produced by predictably divergent preferences between liberals and conservative
respondents, a slightly higher extremism perception for far-left than far-right individual among
moderates, and the larger size of the moderate and conservative groups (compared to liberals).10
A similar approach based on the partisanship of the respondent reveals a similar pattern.
Republicans are far more likely to categorize a far-left liberal as extreme than Democrats, and

10

This is true in the Lucid public sample and the American public generally (Saad 2021).
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Democrats are far more likely to think of a far-right conservative as extreme than Republicans.
More detailed results can be found in the Online Appendix (Section I).
H4 suggests that individuals should be less likely to consider someone to be extreme if
that person is more like themselves. To evaluate this prediction, I recoded three of the profile
attributes with comparable measures for respondents (authoritarianism, ideology, and frequency
of political discussion). This coding is described in the Online Appendix, Section E.
Figure 5 shows the results of the similarity-focused analyses, presenting the estimates for
the similarity variables. I find strong support for H4. In the Lucid sample, individuals are less
likely to identify a profile as extreme if it is similar to themselves on all three dimensions. For
the elected official sample, where the only similarity measure focused on ideology, elected
officials were less likely to consider a profile extreme if it shared their ideological viewpoint.
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Figure 4. Public and elected official judgments of extremism
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Figure 5. Similarity analyses

H5 extends these results to consider how judgments of other characteristics of extremism
depend on similarity between the profile and the respondent. I focus on ideological similarity,
given that it is the form of similarity on both conjoints. To evaluate H5, I used ideological
similarity as a moderator in the main estimates in Figure 4. A nested F-test of this interaction
suggests that ideological similarity conditions the effect of other characteristics (p<0.001 for
elites and the public). Figure 6 presents the difference in judgments of extremism for each
attribute when the profile is ideologically similar to or different from the respondent. Negative
values indicate that the profile was less likely to be judged extreme when ideologically similar.
These results suggest consistent evidence that ideologically similar profiles are less likely to be
judged extreme on nearly every attribute: this occurs for sixteen of the twenty-three attributes
(70%) for the public and twenty-two attributes (96%) for elected officials.11 Notably, there are no
positive estimates – similarity does not prompt increased perceptions of extremism.

11

When considering the voting judgments, ideological similarity leads to more support for all

twenty-three characteristics (Online Appendix, Section E).
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Figure 6. Similarity as a moderator

Comparing reactions to the conjoint for elected officials and members of the public
indicate significant differences and that differences are the result of more pronounced reactions
by elected officials. As an example, members of the public and elected officials both think a
profile is more extreme when the individual is completely certain of their beliefs; however,
elected officials react more strongly to this attribute than the public. This same pattern is
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evidence in reactions to being disrespectful and hostile; feeling that compromise is selling out;
having a conventional, rigid personality; being a conservative, moderate, or far-left liberal; and
supporting political violence. Figure G.1 of the Online Appendix shows the detailed differences
between the judgments of elected officials and members of the public.
I also use the design of the conjoint to determine how extremism judgments and vote
choice compare. I re-estimate the conjoint analyses for those randomly assigned to make voting
judgments in the Lucid sample. The results, presented in the Online Appendix (section H),
indicate that factors that promote perceptions of extremity also decrease electoral support. There
are two exceptions to this pattern – certainty and discussion of politics. In these areas, these
characteristics prompt more perceptions of extremism but not lower political support.
The preceding analyses have treated each element of extremism as separate. However,
these data also allow for an examination of characteristics of extremism in combination, in
keeping with the ideas behind Equation 2. I consider this by (1) looking for different interactions
between the characteristics of extremism and (2) evaluating the overall amount of extremism
presented in a profile. Both test H6.
I first introduced interaction terms between different attributes into the conjoint analyses,
which can determine if specific combinations of extremism are more readily recognized as
extremism. In these analyses, I emphasized combinations of violence and other elements, given
the empirical and theoretical importance of violence. I considered each of these interactions one
by one. Ultimately, these analyses did not suggest significant interactions between violence and
other characteristics.
I also consider the total, overall level of extremism in each profile. The randomization of
the attribute levels means that each profile has different amounts of extremism, ranging from
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extreme across all nine attributes to extreme in none of them. Based on this, I assigned each
profile a score based on how many extreme attribute levels were presented in that profile.
With this measure of overall extremism, I reanalyzed the conjoint data using the level of
extremism as the independent variable. As attribute levels are randomly assigned, this analysis
can lead to the same kind of causal conclusions as those presented earlier. A small number of
profiles contained no or every kind of extremism; I therefore combine the 0 and 1 levels and the
8 and 9 levels for the purposes of statistical power. Given that the relationship between the
amount of extremism and individuals’ judgments may be nonlinear, I treat the amount of
extremism as categorical so that estimates are generated separately for each level of extremism.
Figure 7 presents these results. All panes of this figure show a clear pattern – as the
number of extreme features increases, so does the probability a profile is labeled as extreme.
Similarly, increasing amounts of extremism decreases electoral support for a profile.12 These
results also indicate that members of the public and elected officials have a relatively high
tolerance for extremism – it is not until a profile has more than about six extreme attributes that
an overwhelming majority consider that person to be extreme. Phrased another way, profiles can
have five or six characteristics of extremism and still only be classified as extreme about 40
percent of the time. Elected officials are more sensitive to extremism but still hesitate to label
individuals as extreme until they have more than four elements of extremism. Using the ordinal
response items – which do not ask subjects to make a comparative decision between the profiles

12

OLS analyses with a continuous variable and standard errors clustered by respondent lead to

the same conclusions; the coefficient is 0.07 (p≈0.000) for public extremity ratings, 0.11
(p≈0.000) for elected officials’ extremity ratings, and 0.06 (p≈0.000) for public vote preferences.
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– produces identical results, suggesting that this pattern of effects is not an artifact of the choice
task. Weighting the attributes in this measure according to their effects on respondents’
perceptions (shown in Figure 4) leads to the same conclusions (see Online Appendix Section J).
Combining H5 and H6, I also considered how ideological similarity conditions the effect
of increasing amounts of extremism. These results, included in the Online Appendix figures E.5E.10, indicate that similarity reduces judgments of extremism. Ideological similarity with the
profile leads respondents to judge the profile as less extreme, even when it contains four, five,
and six extremist elements.
Figure 7. Number of extreme features

Robustness checks
I consider the robustness of my analyses in various ways. Re-estimating the analyses with
partisanship as a moderator suggests that while Democrats and Republicans have different views
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of ideological groups and specific norm violations, they react similarly to other forms of
extremism (see Section I of the Online Appendix). Similarly, I find remarkably consistent
reactions for other subgroups of the samples. Those who are more interested in politics do not
react different to these kinds of extremism than the less interested. Respondents who are
themselves ideologically extreme or partisan extremists do not react to extremism in ways that
differ from their more centrist counterparts.
Other robustness checks support these results. Using the ordinal measure of extremism
leads to the same conclusions shown here. Analyses of the order of the profiles indicates that
respondents did not prefer either the profile on the left or the right and that there were no
carryover effects across profile comparisons.13 Dropping respondents low in data quality from
the analyses does not change the preceding results.14
Discussion and Conclusion
In this paper, I drew on two surveys of members of the public and a survey of elected officials to
explore reasoning and judgments of extremism in the United States. I find that elected officials
and members of the public have meaningful things to say about extremism when asked to define

13

Studies of conjoints refer to this as the “stability and no carryover” assumption (Hainmueller,

Hopkins, and Yamamoto 2014). I evaluated this by interacting the attributes with indicators for
the profile. F-tests of this interaction fail to reject the null hypothesis that this interaction is
unnecessary. I therefore find support for the no carryover assumption. This is true for both
samples as well as the extremism and vote tasks.
14

I measured data quality with the time taken, words written, and characters entered in the open-

ended definitions of extremism.
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it. People tend to focus on ideological outgroups (H1), mention actions and beliefs (H2), and
discuss ideological extremity and an unwillingness to hear others.
In their judgments, respondents react strongly to political violence (H3) and hesitate to
label ideologically similar targets as extreme (H4). People also use ideological similarity as a
lens through which to evaluate other characteristics of extremism (H5) and more readily label
individuals as extreme when they display more than one element of extremism at once (H6). The
factors that influence extremism judgments also correspond to shifts in electoral support. While
both the public and elite respond to various characteristics of extremism, these responses are far
from unanimous and are shaped by perceptions of political similarity. Large amounts of
extremism are required to garner a consensus about extremism in the public and among political
elites. As implied by Equations 1 and 2, the reactions observed here could be produced by a
failure to consider these characteristics as extreme, assigning the characteristics a low level of
importance, or some combination of the two. Regardless, the consequence is the same –
respondents fail to recognize or readily reject these elements of extremism.
These results have limitations. First, these surveys examined only perceptions and
attitudes, and more work should consider what motivates people to engage in extremist actions.
Second, the structure of the conjoint task cannot incorporate many factors relevant to perceptions
of extremism – like charismatic leadership and the experience of uncertainty. Those factors are
outside the scope of this study. Third, this study focused only on the United States, and data from
other contexts may reveal different perceptions of extremism. This work, then, can serve as a
comparison point for studies in other countries and a design that can be transported into different
contexts. Extremism is a problem that reaches beyond national borders, and other studies have
documented parallel trends between countries on affective polarization (Westwood et al. 2018;
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Yu et al. 2021), authoritarian notions of democracy (Kirsch and Welzel 2019), and support for
specific kinds of extremism like populism and belief in conspiracy theories (Prooijen, Krouwel,
and Pollet 2015; Hawkins and Littvay 2019). As a result, I would expect many of the trends here
to operate similarly in other contexts, but additional research should verify this expectation.
Fourth, as noted in the text, I did not vary demographic traits alongside these extremist
characteristics, and future work should consider how inferences about extremism are contingent
on social and demographic features of these profiles.
In addition, more work should incorporate other elements of realistic political
environments. How do elite messages about extremism alter the patterns observed in these data?
How do extremist judgments in one’s social network shift the standards individuals use to
evaluate extremism? In what way are perceptions of extremism in the public and among elites
connected – does the public simply follow elite cues, do elites chase after the public, or do both
respond to some third element in society (such as the media)? Answering these questions would
help to evaluate how much the patterns observed here change in response to various political
actors, contexts, and messages.
While elected officials and members of the public do have ideas about extremism and use
those ideas to make judgments about extremism, these patterns do not present a strong defense
against many elements of extremism. Respondents’ own conceptions of extremism contain
important elements that could serve to bolster democratic society – like ideas related to listening
(Mutz 2006; Dobson 2014), deliberation (Fishkin et al. 2021) and ideological moderation (Toner
et al. 2013; Thomsen 2014). At the same time, these articulations of extremism are striking
because of what they leave unsaid. These statements make no reference to many normatively and
democratically troubling perspectives – such as xenophobia, Christian nationalism, white
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supremacy, and a disrespect for the rule of law. This is further supported by the results of the
conjoint experiments, which find only lukewarm rejection of many characteristics of extremism.
Take, for example, the case of political violence. Among members of the public, individuals
supporting political violence have a 55 percent probability of being labeled extreme. While
somewhat encouraging, this falls well short of overwhelming condemnation. The picture for
elites is better – 63 percent probability – but still underwhelming.
Troublingly, this suggests that political elites and movements have considerable leeway
to pursue extremist tactics and advance extremist views. Unless these actors openly display many
characteristics of extremism at once, they are unlikely to be readily denounced and penalized
politically. This tolerance for extremism is even higher among one’s political allies. Elected
officials themselves do not provide much more protection – while they respond more strongly to
some elements of extremism (like political violence), they are just as prone to ideological biases
as ordinary citizens. This points to serious limits of the public and elected officials as protections
against extremism and the problems it can create for democratic society.
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